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Dear Members of the Review Panel, 

RE: Review of Pharmacy Remuneration and Regulation – Discussion Paper – 2016 

Where to begin? 

It seems obvious that pharmacy as a business and a profession are struggling both financially and 

with its identity and we find ourselves in a conundrum. 

As an employee pharmacist my perspective will be different than an owner. 

We have known since 2008 about WAPD and those smart enough to do the math knew that with the 

heavy discounts a price cliff was coming for many generic medications. 

During this time between then and 2015 profits and GP where high for pharmacy businesses, but we 

did not see a massive spike in employee wages, sharing in this increase profit, yet today it is used as 

a reason to be supressing wages (as well as oversupply of graduates). 

I have seen a job in a rural area I took up in 2006 now has a lower hourly rate 10 years later. 

 

What we did see during this time was an increase in the cost/value of a pharmacy. 

 

So we have our first conundrum. 

 

The cost to purchase a pharmacy is high, the main income which is produced by dispensing is 

decreasing, so the pharmacy must do more dispensing to make the same or less money. 

This in turn requires the pharmacist to check more script (remember there is no limit on scripts a 

pharmacist can check per day, only a recommendation), leaving less time to council patients. 

 

If they cannot increase their script trade they have to turn to selling products, or “add on sales” 

or can add extra services, which in turn required more staff and training, which requires capital 

investment, which is what you are struggling with in the first place. 

We have seen more bankruptcies of pharmacies in the last few years than in the history of 

pharmacy. 

There are obvious solutions. 

1: Reduce the cost to purchase/start a pharmacy. 

The main costs seem to be the PBS number and location rules increasing the cost of good will in the 

business. 

2: Increase remuneration for the core services provided by the pharmacy. 

 

The second conundrum is the difference in service you will find between pharmacies. 

 

Pharmacy A has one pharmacist dispensing 300 scripts per day, the pharmacist is far too busy to 

council patients and they may be lucky enough to get a CMI printed. 

 

Pharmacy B also has one pharmacist, dispensing 150 scripts per day, allowing the pharmacist to talk 

to customers and provide counselling to the patients if required, and even has to answer questions 

regarding medication dispensed at Pharmacy A (be this via phone or in person). 
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Now Pharmacy A is much more profitable in a dispensing sense, but Pharmacy B is providing much 

more value to the health system. 

How can Pharmacy B be remunerated for this value? 

Currently they may record a “clinical intervention”, but the amount paid is unknown, and 1 minute is 

treated the same as 20minutes. 

The only solution I can see is pharmacy/pharmacist being remunerated for counselling services, via 

the patient electronically acknowledging the time spent with pharmacist. 

$2 a minute would seem a fair rate, with an appropriate start/stop timer (on an iPad or tablet in a 

private consulting room) and even a rating system by the patient would be helpful for feedback 

could easily be developed and stop adding to the paperwork burden we face. 

 

Third conundrum 

On a daily basis I have patients come to me with a multitude of problems asking if they require the 

services of their Doctor to fix their health issue. 

Some do, many don’t. 

I help people with many condition from eye infections, allergic reactions, migraines, weird skin 

rashes, bumps and bruises (is it broken?) and the list goes on. 

Now for my time I am not remunerated unless I sell a patient a product, for which a $10 cream may 

make $2.50-$3 with your average mark-up. 

So am I unethical in my approach and say to the patient you need this pill and this cream, don’t 

explain what they are in the fear they have something similar in the cupboard in home to be 

remunerated for my time? 

Each of the cases where I prevent the need for a Doctor’s visit I save the government a Medicare 

rebate of $37.05 for a standard 5 minute medicine consult by a doctor. 

On average I would save the government around 5 per day $185.25, over the year working 5.5 days 

that is $52,981.50 

 

What would happen to the health system if all pharmacist these questions to their doctor or hospital 

for 1 day? What about 1 week? 

This is the easiest of the conundrums to solve. 

 

Give pharmacist (not pharmacies) with appropriate experience and training individual provider 

numbers to access the MBS to provide these services and expand the services. 

After 14 years as a pharmacist and working closely with local GP’s in the pharmacies I have worked 

in, there are many simple ailments things I can confidently diagnose eg Impetigo (school sores), 

Urinary tract infections, Tonsillitis, mild ear infections etc. These simple conditions should not 

require a doctor’s visit to treat. 

But I will agree the approach needs more than what some pharmacies currently offer when it comes 

to S3 medication services eg a private consult room, name recording and extensive counselling. 

To solve the diagnoses and supply separation issue (which currently happens with S2 & S3 

medications anyway) employee pharmacist would be remunerated via MBS and owner by the supply 

of the medications. This may even provide an opportunity for a pharmacist to work outside the walls 

of community pharmacy. 
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We are an interesting profession that seems to have a culture of doing things for free, which sprung 

from competition, but mainly from the fact pharmacy was well remunerated by the government. 

With the fantastic health system we have in Australia it also comes from the fact that patients are 

seldom used to having to pay for health services in this country, which is obviously changing, but a 

$7 co-payment to see a doctor proposed by the government can cause such an uproar (it was less 

than 2 coffees; or a drink at the pub; a quarter the cost of a packet of cigarettes; 10 lines of Saturday 

Lotto, a big mac combo). That is the environment we are in as health professionals. 

The wages that are currently on offer are not going to attract many bright students to the profession 

and will result in many bright pharmacist to leave, which would result in a death spiral for both 

pharmacy and the health system with patients losing trust in pharmacist and heading for the doctors 

and hospitals for their health solutions. 

We are touted as the most accessible health professional, yet the least (financial) appreciated, do we 

need to go behind closed doors like doctors, dentist etc and be less accessible to achieve this? 

We champion pharmacist only ownership, but some owners have never been into the pharmacies 

they own. A requirement of hours worked in a pharmacy you own or have financial interest in to 

maintain this ownership may be worth looking at. 

We seem to have lots overlord who have lost touch with the coal face. 

 

The pharmacy board (APHRA) registers us, protects the public and requires us to do continued 

education, but cannot require employers to provide time off to obtain the continued education, now 

we need to plan our learning a year out before doing it and try to know what we don’t even know 

before we don’t know it. 

They come in to check reference books, registration, measuring cylinders, but at no stage assess 

your practice standards or if protocols are being followed, how hard would a mystery shop system 

be like most “banner” groups have to see if you are wearing the right name badge and offer their 

loyalty card? So we continue to keep showing up in the media for sub-optimal care for patients with 

the latest being a morning after pill supply. 

The pharmacy guild negotiated on behalf of owners the magic pot of funding for 5 years and only 

has owners’ interests at heart. Their main goal is to maintain current ownership rules and location 

rules (as that is where the wealth is), which has played into the governments’ hands, one can only 

assume at these secret meeting that deregulation is used as a tool (spoken or unspoke) to continue 

the reduced remuneration pharmacy has faced over the last 10-15 years, otherwise why would the 

guild accept this? 

Upon securing the funds on behalf of the owners (both members and non-members) they owner 

now have the privilege of obtaining QCPP accreditation to access some of these fund, which they can 

only obtain from the pharmacy guild, for a fee of course and multiple levels of paperwork to be 

accessed and then the pharmacy guild also has a computer program to sell to you to help get those 

fund (Guildcare).  

They even negotiate fees that companies they set up or are part owners in benefit from within this 

magic pot eg eRx and the electronic dispensing incentive. 

The PSA does great things in education, but seems to have little power in the grand picture and 

deserves more (I am currently not a member). 
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The PPA, do students or employees even know about them? They have resided over the last 10-15 

years of stagnant and reversing wages. 

Thank you for the opportunity and I apologies for the rant at the end. 

While I look forward to the outcome of the review and the subsequent uptake of suggestion or 

snubbing by the government (depending of the size of the guilds war chest to fight change/progress) 

I may very well be one of the many leaving the profession to seek employment that remunerates me 

well for my particular skill set or newly acquired with retraining, so I am able to continue to provide 

for my family into the future. 

Thanks for your time 

 

Philip Smith 

B.Pharm    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


